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TECHNICAL PROJECTS

Yelp Disney - Front-End Github | Back-End Github | Demo(Heroku)
A restaurant rating app focused on Walt Disney World
+ Employed Redux to simplify and organize data flow
+ Migrated a design from Figma using Semantic UI and custom CSS
+ Animated restaurant ratings using overlayed SVG clip paths
+ Reported and assisted in isolating a bug in Google Chrome

Flatiron Field Day  - Github | Blog 
A mini-hackathon for software development students inspired by Reddit’s  /r/place
+ Built out a user interface with keyboard and mouse controls using JavaScript
+ Coordinated creation of interdependent programs with a group of 15 engineers  
+ Tracked tasks, issues, and pull requests using Github Project Boards
+ Refactored legacy code from an alpha version of the Field Day client
+ Integrated changes based on need for Ruby, JavaScript and Python user clients

Schedulr- Front-End Github | Back-End Github | Demo
The day scheduling app built around you, not the calendar
+ Utilized React Draggable to create a more user intuitive user experience
+ Persisted positioning data for calendar events in a Rails API
+ Styled a user-friendly front-end with Semantic UI
+ Implemented front and back-end auth using bcrypt and JWT

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Software Engineering Coach                                                              March 2018 - April 2019
Flatiron School x WeWork, New York, NY
+ Present lectures on Ruby, Rails, React, Redux, SQL, Git, debugging, and other areas of expertise
+ Create new programming lessons, including readmes and Rspec tests which were approved and added to the curriculum
+ Assist 100+ software engineering students solve workflow, git, and debugging issues in capstone projects
+ Administer technical interviews for 50+ prospective students and staff
+ Mediate conflicts between students and navigate conversations with struggling students to drive student performance

Improviser / Actor           October 2016 - September 2017
Face-Off Unlimited, New York, NY
+ Organized and performed in semi-scripted improv comedy show with a rotating team  
+ Managed social media campaigns for select shows

Stage Manager: Resident Evil Escape Room      February 2017 - June 2017
iam8bit, New York, NY
+ Managed and trained a team of 12 actors, guides, and technicians
+ Monitored user experience and adapted puzzles and processes based on user outcomes and feedback
+ Compiled and distributed bi-weekly Status reports to CEO on revenue, attendance, operational issues

EDUCATION
Flatiron School              October 2017 - January 2018
+ Software Engineering Immersive Program

Oakland Community College             September 2011 - March 2014
+ Coursework completed towards Bachelor in Fine Arts

TECHNICAL SKILLS

+ React
+ Redux
+ JavaScript
+ Ruby
+ Rails
+ Rspec
+ SQL
+ Bootstrap
+ HTML
+ CSS
+ Git
+ Heroku
+ AWS
+ Semantic
+ Canvas

Full stack web developer with a flair for the theatrical and a mission to leave the world a better place than I found it. I have taught 
100+ students how to create web apps with Ruby, Rails, SQL, JavaScript, React and Redux, and given self-made lectures on 
essential skills like Git, CSS, pair-programming and problem solving. I've worked on multiple cross-functional teams to improve 
our curriculum and student outcomes. Now I'm looking for an opportunity to grow my skills as a software engineer and work with 
brilliant, dedicated people to create something amazing.
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